Eighteenth-Century Europe Seminar

Seminar: #417

MEETINGS (1977-1978)

Chair: Joseph Smith
Secretary: Marjorie David

SEPT 15  Samuel Johnson’s Middle Years: A Summation
          James L. Clifford, Prof. English and Comparative Literature, Columbia University

OCT 20   Edward Gibbon’s First Book: The Unpublished Drafts
          Patricia Craddock, Professor of English, Boston University

NOV 17   Voltaire in the European Textbooks 1820-1968
          Jean Sareil, Professor of French and Romance Philology, Columbia University

DEC 15   Samuel Johnson and the Common Law: his collaboration on Sir Chambers’ A Course of Lectures on the English Law and his later political writing.
          Thomas H. Curley, Professor of English, Bridgewater State College, Massachusetts

FEB 16   Rousseau’s Concept of Virtue and the French Revolution: the Law of 22 Prairial
          Carol Blum, Professor of French, SUNY, Stony Brook

MAR 9    Work and Culture in an Eighteenth-Century Printing Shop
          Robert Darnton, Professor of History, Princeton University

APR 13   Cancelled

MAY 11   My Pattern for a Country Garden: Italian Antecedents for the English Country Garden
          (Ladies' Night) Dr. John Hunt, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton University